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Abstract 

 
The 007 benchmark provides a comprehensive test of OODB (Object-Oriented Data Base) performance.   In this 
paper, we discuss the problems and the possible suggestions for the 007 Benchmark, based on our experience, in 
terms of performance evaluation of OODB concurrency control techniques. Our discussions are focused on three 
access types of OODB concurrency control techniques: conflict among methods, class hierarchy locking and nested 
method invocations.  
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

 Performance is a major concern for the developers of OODB systems. But, in general, measuring OODB 

performance is difficult since each application may need different requirements. The typical way of performance test 

is to select a benchmark  and run it on several systems so that performance can be compared. There have been a 

number of benchmarks in OODB environments ([Catt,1992],[Ande,1992],[Berr,1992]). The 007 benchmark 

([Care,1993],[Care,1994-1],[Care,1994-2]) provides a comprehensive test of OODB performance. Especially, it provides 

wide range of pointer traversal, a rich set of updates and queries.  

 We choose the 007 benchmark in order to evaluate our new locking_based concurrency control technique 

for OODB. For performance comparison, we also select two existing locking_based concurrency control techniques, 

called Orion [Garz,1988] and Malta’s ([Malt,1991],[Malt,1993]), respectively. In general, locking_based concurrency 

control schemes for OODBs have three access types: conflict among methods, class hierarchy locking and nested 

method invocations [Jun,1997]. We have been testing all three techniques for each access type.  

 In the paper, we report the problems of 007 benchmark during OODB concurrency control technique testing 

and suggest possible solutions or modifications on 007 benchmark. Especially, we discuss problems of the 007 

benchmark, in terms of structures and operation (or transaction) types for each access type.  

 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the brief description of 007 

benchmark. Section 3 describes problems associated with the 007 benchmark for concurrency control technique 

testing for each access type. Finally, in Section 4, we give the possible suggestions for 007 benchmark. 
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2. The 007 Benchmark Description 

  

 There are three sizes of the 007 benchmark: small, medium and large. We select small size for simplicity in 

implementation. There are ten classes in the 007 benchmark. Among those ten classes, classes DesignObj and 

Assembly serve as abstract superclass in which provide class definitions but not instance object. The DesignObj is 

the root of the class hierarchy and is (direct) superclass of classes AtomicPart, CompositePart, Assembly and 

Module, respectively. Also, the Assembly class is (direct) superclass of classes ComplexAssembly and 

BaseAssembly, respectively. 

 The 007 benchmark consists of two components: the design library and assembly hierarchy. The key 

component of the design library is a set of composite parts, forming CompositePart class. Each composite part is 

associated with document object (Document class). Also, each composite part consists of a set of atomic parts, 

forming AtomicParts class. In small 007, 20 atomic parts form a composite part. The connections between atomic parts 

are supported by the a Connection object between each pair of atomic parts. 

 The Assembly Hierarchy provides higher structure to the Design Library. Especially, each assembly is either 

consisted of composite part (the assembly is called a BaseAssembly class) or it is consisted of other assembly 

objects (the assemby is called a ComplexAssembly class). There are 7 levels in the assembly hierarchy. The bottom 

level of the assembly hierarchy consists of base assembly objects. Each base assembly object is associated with 

composite part object bi-directionally. The higher level consists of complex assemblies. Each complex object is 

associated with either base assemblies (if the complex object has level two) or other complex object (if the complex 

object has higher level). Each assembly hierarchy forms a module which is the largest unit. Each module is associated 

with a Manual object.  

 

 

3. Problems with 007 Benchmark 

 

3.1. Overview 

 In OODBs, a database is a collection of classes and instances where classes and instances are called 

objects. Also, an object participates in various forms of hierarchies among objects such as class hierarchy or class 

composition hierarchy. The class hierarchy is based on inheritance property. That is, a subclass inherits definitions 

defined on its superclasses. Also, there is an is -a relationship between a subclass and its superclasses. Thus, an 

instance of a subclass is a specialization of its superclasses (and conversely, an instance of a superclass is a 

generalization of its subclasses) [Garz,1988]. This inheritance relationship between classes forms a class hierarchy.  

On the other hand, the class composition hierarchy is based on nested structures in OODBs. That is, an object can 
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be composed of complex objects or atomic object. For example, an object vehicle can consists of three atomic objects 

(say, id, color, and drivetrain) and a complex object manufacturer.   

 Due to hierarchies in OODBs, there are three access types: conflict among methods, class hierarchy locking 

and nested method invocations. The first access type, conflict among methods, is concerned with access to a single 

object. In general, there are two types of access to an object: instance access and class definition access [Cart,1990]. 

An instance access consists of consultations and modifications of attribute values in an instance or a set of 

instances. A class definition access includes consulting class definition, adding/deleting an attribute or a method, 

changing the implementation code of a method or changing the inheritance relationship between classes. In the 

second access type, an access is concerned with class hierarchy. That is, due to inheritance, while a class and its 

instance are being accessed, the definitions of the class’ superclasses should not be modified. Also, due to is-a 

relationship between classes, the search space for a query against a class, say C, may include the instances of all 

classes in the class hierarchy rooted at C as well as all instances of C. The third access type is concerned with class 

composition hierarchy. Due to nested structure of an object,  it is natural that a method on a class may invoke 

another method on its subobject (well call nested method invocation). 

 

3.2. Problems with 007 benchmark for concurrency control scheme testing 

 

 For the test case of conflict among methods, we need to test three different types of conflicts: conflict 

among instance accesses, conflict among instance access and class definition access, and conflicts among class 

definition accesses. The 007 benchmark provides the structural modification transaction types. But, they are 

concerned with only instance insertion/deletion. Actually, we need two types of transactions: class definition read 

transaction and class definition write transactions. Also, for Malta’s scheme evaluation, each class needs to have 

many instance access methods, especially instance write methods so that commutativity relationships among 

methods can be established. Actually, we suffered from lack of instance write methods.  

 Second, for the test of class hierarchy locking scheme, we need to test two existing class hierarchy locking 

schemes: implicit locking and explicit locking. In implicit locking, locking overhead can be reduced for access to 

classes near root in the class hierarchy. On the other hand. explicit locking incurs less overhead for access to classes 

near leaf level.  Thus, in order to make difference between two techniques, a class hierarchy needs to have higher 

level of depth. Unfortunately, the 007 benchmark provides only three levels of depth so that we have difficulties to 

test two techniques. 

 Finally, for the test of nested method invocations, we need more instance write methods in order to evaluate 

our technique, as in the test case of conflict among methods. Also, in the 007 benchmark, the fan-out of each nested 

method (i.e., the number of method invocations to subobjects) is 3. We feel that this is small to utilize the parallelism 

between parent/children. 
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4. Discussions  

 The 007 benchmark provides a comprehensive test of OODB performance. In this paper, we focused on 

OODB concurrency control technique testing. We discussed the problems associated with the 007 benchmark in 

terms of concurrency control technique performance evaluation. In order to provide wide range of tests for 

concurrency control technique evaluation, we feel that the following are necessary: class definition read and class 

definition write transactions, more instance access (instance read and instance write) methods per class, deeper class 

hierarchy and bigger fan-out for the nested method. 
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